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Nestled in the Lowcountry of
South Carolina, our Flower Showhouse
reflects the beauty and serenity
of its natural surroundings.
Designed and Styled by

PHOEBE HOWARD AND
NELLIE HOWARD OSSI
OF MRS. HOWARD

Text by
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ABOVE AND RIGHT: Coach House, French Quarter, and Governor Pool House copper lanterns from Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights; A Series

casement windows from Andersen Windows & Doors; Oahu side tables from Universal Furniture

S

ituated along the May River in Bluffton, South
Carolina, Palmetto Bluff is home to the newest
Flower Showhouse. “We love the serenity of this
community,” says designer Nellie Howard Ossi.
“And the style of this English Country cottage fits
perfectly into the setting.” Nellie partnered with her mother,
designer Phoebe Howard, to create a neutral scheme in
keeping with the natural beauty of the surroundings. The
result is a home that not only fits the needs of the current
owner, but also those of future buyers. “There is plenty of
room for a family to spread out, as well as spaces that can
easily be converted for other uses,” says Nellie.
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The owner was first introduced to Palmetto Bluff by her
son, Geoffrey Sernyak, the developer of the showhouse and
founder of Nashville-based Geofferson & Co. development
firm. “She fell in love with the community and, more
specifically, with this property because of its expansive
views,” Nellie says. “We made sure the interiors complemented those views and did not distract from them,
especially off the back of the house.” Working closely with
Tippett Sease Baker architecture firm in Montgomery,
Alabama, and Atlanta-based builder Young & Meathe, Nellie
and Phoebe skillfully captured the beauty and charm of the
Lowcountry throughout the home.

2022 FLOWER SHOWHOUSE

Interior Design
The interiors offer a nod to the whitewashed, eclectic aesthetic
of the iconic Belgian designer Axel Vervoordt, known for his love
of art, antiques, and architecture. “To complement those
Belgian influences, we chose a primarily linen fabric scheme,”
says Nellie. By using fewer furniture pieces, the designers placed

a heavier focus on textures such as iron, reclaimed wood, plaster
finishes, and natural stone accents. As Phoebe explains, “It’s a
subtle yet sophisticated decorating approach that blends well
with the architecture and doesn’t fight the natural beauty of the
landscape.”

Foyer and Dining
Venetian Marmorino plaster in Naturel,
Belgian Flat paint in Naturel, and Belgian
Trim Matte paint in Naturel all from
Chateau Domingue and used throughout
the house; Rowland wall sconce from
Currey & Company; Roman shade Member
fabric with Manon trim from Fabricut;
window treatments throughout the house
fabricated by The Drapery Room
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A dramatic, sweeping staircase offers a grand welcome into the home. The iron railing gives
an introduction to more iron accents found throughout the interiors, such as the curtain
hardware, the base of the dining room table, and the bed in the main suite. A collection of tree
sketches by Richard Bowers climbs the stairway wall. “These sketches have a very vernacular,
Lowcountry feel that emphasizes the theme of connecting the interiors to nature,” says
Phoebe. Just past the staircase, the dining room draws the eye to the center of the home. “The
dining table is one of the first things you see when you enter the house, so it needed to have
impact,” says Nellie. “The moment we found this stone table, we knew it was perfect. I love that
it’s a little bit unexpected.” To soften the space, the designers surrounded the table with wicker
chairs for a relaxed look. The oyster chandelier overhead celebrates the home’s coastal locale
while also striking a balance between the formal and casual elements of the space.

Oyster chandelier from Currey &
Company; stone dining table and
wicker chairs through Mrs. Howard;
Jars Vuelta dinnerware, Crate
& Barrel tea glasses, Denby
Jet wineglasses, and Ralph
Lauren Frontier flatware all from
Replacements, Ltd.; Nori cotton
dinner napkins and pewter napkin
rings from Ballard Designs

f l o w e r m a g .c o m
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Living Room
Because the living room is very open to the other public spaces in
the house, the designers wanted to establish a sense of cohesiveness. “All of the walls and trim are painted the same color so that
the gathering areas—living room, dining room, and kitchen—feel
like one continuous space,” says Phoebe. To keep the neutral
scheme from becoming too flat, the designers added plenty of
texture. Rough-hewn, salvaged wood beams create interest
above, while the chalky finish of the plaster walls adds dimension
to the surroundings. “The size of this room called for larger
furniture, and the Plaza sofa from Sherrill Furniture was the
perfect choice,” Phoebe says. “It has arms that are slightly flared
to help soften the look of the oversize piece.” Fireside chairs
covered in a thick, cozy bouclé fabric, along with a sleek ottomon
upholstered in leather, bring in even more texture. An antique
chaise, re-covered in a modern-day fabric, fits perfectly into the
window nook, providing a quiet spot to take in the water views
behind the house. The mirror over the fireplace, made of wooden
shoe forms, offers a unique focal point, as well as an interesting
conversation piece. Black-and-while floral photographs ground
the space and add a botanical note to the décor.

LEFT: Plaza sofa, Leroi chairs, and Wellborn ottoman from Mr. & Mrs.
Howard for Sherrill Furniture; sofa pillow fabric in Ventura and wingback
chair pillow fabric in S. Harris Powerplay from Fabricut; Dash & Albert
Grey Moon woven cotton/viscose rug from Annie Selke; Elysian curtain
fabric from Fabricut; Crochet low basket from Ballard Designs; flower
photographs by Joseph Guay; landscape painting by John Folsom
ABOVE: Antique chaise upholstered in Trend fabric from Fabricut;
Finstock floor lamp from Currey & Company
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Den
“We wanted the den to feel like a cozy
offshoot of the living room,” says Nellie. A
wood-clad cased opening creates a sense
of separation between the spaces, and
paneled walls add warmth. The sectional
sofa, almost a room unto itself, offers an
ideal place for intimate gatherings or
quiet relaxation. Textural patterns in the
throw pillows and drapery trim add visual
punctuation to the monochromatic
scheme. The cloud-like painting by
Wellon Bridgers brings a moody tone to
the space, while a lush arrangement of
seeded eucalyptus, blue eryngium, and
steel grass introduces a touch of color and
a connection to the outdoors.

Manhattan sectional, Margot side table, and
Oskar coffee table all from Mr. & Mrs. Howard
for Sherrill Furniture; S. Harris Batik Tribal
and Mallorca pillow fabrics from Fabricut;
Dash & Albert Sorrel woven wool rug from
Annie Selke; Fittleworth table lamp from
Currey & Company; Fellas curtain fabric with
Kantu trim from Fabricut
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OPPOSITE: Stonemoss pendants and

Quadrato sconce from Currey &
Company; counter stools through
Mrs. Howard; Jillian long tray, Irva
serving board and bowl, and Melissa
bud vases all from Ballard Designs;
Roman shade Elysian fabric from
Fabricut; custom cabinets from
Kingdom Woodworks LEFT: Custom
Lillian August banquette from Sherrill
Furniture and Arte chairs from Mr. &
Mrs. Howard for Sherrill Furniture;
breakfast table through Mrs. Howard;
Elysian curtain fabric from Fabricut;
Vietri Incanto dinner, salad plate, and
mug, and Dansk Torun flatware all
from Replacements, Ltd.; Melrose
napkins from Ballard Designs BELOW:
White dishware from Sophie Conran
by Portmeirion and Rosenthal Fuga
wineglasses all from Replacements,
Ltd.; Lotta containers and Ventura
woven place mats from Ballard Designs

BOTTOM RIGHT PHOTO BY LADONNA URICK

Kitchen
The kitchen includes plenty of seating with a banquette nestled into a nook, as well
as barstools that run the length of the island. The round breakfast table has a tilt
top, so it can easily be moved if needed. An oversize island with built-in sink
doubles as a prep area and serving space. “The pendants over the island are one of
my favorite things in the kitchen,” says Nellie. “Their concrete finish offers a nice
complement to the plaster walls throughout the home.” Just around the corner, a
custom walk-in pantry with plenty of shelving keeps dishes, glassware, and food
storage close at hand.

f l o w e r m a g .c o m
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Main Suite
“Tall ceilings in the roomy main suite called for a statement piece,” Phoebe
says of the iron king bed. Sumptuous fleece bedding softens the square lines
of the frame. A bay window, wrapped with wheat-colored, loosely fitted
sheers, provides a warm, inviting spot for morning coffee or evening reading.
Naturalistic accents such as the woven-wicker, drum-shaped drinks table
next to the sofa and the teak leaf over the bed bring in the outdoors. Adjoining
the bedroom, the handsome, custom-built closet leads into the luxurious bath
with freestanding soaking tub.

LEFT: Tuscan king bed, Reedy chest, Snug sofa, and X-Leg benches all from Mr. & Mrs.
Howard for Sherrill Furniture; drinks table through Mrs. Howard; Bookclub swing-arm
sconce from Currey & Company; Dash & Albert Niels Latte woven wool/viscose
rug from Annie Selke; Pine Cone Hill Silken Solid Sand sheet set, Marshmallow
Fleece Ivory Puff comforter and decorative pillow, Mara Knit Ivory decorative pillow,
and Longwool Tibetan Sheepskin Ivory decorative pillow on sofa all from Annie Selke;
bolster trimmed in Chondo, sofa pillow covered in S. Harris Sarande, Roman shade and
curtain in Sonder with Trend trim all from Fabricut; desk tray, Melissa bud vase in
orange, and Nori cotton dinner napkin all from Ballard Designs; white dishware from
Sophie Conran by Portmeirion from Replacements, Ltd.; teak leaf wall piece through
Mrs. Howard ABOVE: Denison lantern from Currey & Company; Signature banded
white/shale towels and Rowe stripe shale bath rug from Annie Selke; beauty products
from Sapelo Skin Care; Reed side table and Melissa bud vase in teal blue from Ballard
Designs; Montauk curtain fabric from Fabricut
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LEFT: Rateau center table from Mr. & Mrs. Howard for Sherrill
Furniture; Teppo table lamp from Currey & Company FAR
LEFT, TOP AND BOTTOM: Monroe king bed, Atlantic side

table, and Samuel cabinet from Mr. & Mrs. Howard for
Sherrill Furniture; Aquaterra pendant by Currey & Company;
braided basket from Ballard Designs; Pine Cone Hill Comfy
Cotton Natural quilt, Comfy Cotton Natural Puff comforter,
Comfy Cotton Natural Puff shams, and Lush Linen Ivory
sheet set all from Annie Selke; Ancoats bolster fabric from
Fabricut BELOW: Mirror and desk through Mrs. Howard;
Pablo chairs from Mr. & Mrs. Howard for Sherrill Furniture;
Chronicle table lamp from Currey & Company; Elisa
desk organizer and Piper woven wastebasket from
Ballard Designs

Upstairs Hall and Office
At the top of the stairs, a circular table echoes the curves of the metal
railing. Just off this upstairs hall, the home office provides ample
workspace for two people. Desks sit on opposite sides of the room to
allow for privacy. Slipcovered side chairs play the role of desk chairs,
offering an opportunity for the designers to bring in some fun with
patterned fabric. The mirror combines form with function as it
beautifully reflects light from the window to brighten up the space
while also holding a wooden shelf that helps keep desk clutter at bay.
“The great thing about this room is that it’s versatile,” says Nellie. “It
can easily be converted into a bunkroom or nursery depending on the
homeowners’ needs.”

Two guest bedrooms with ensuite baths anchor each end of the upstairs,
almost as mirror images of one another. Both spaces feel tucked away to allow
plenty of privacy for overnight visitors. To enhance the comfort factor, the
designers added layers to the bedding. “It’s another way to bring in texture and
interest in a neutral space,” says Phoebe. She also emphasizes the need to give a
lot of thought to the rug. “It’s the foundation of the room,” she says. “The rug
should be soft underfoot and sized just right so that you still see some of the
beautiful hardwoods.” A pair of bedside tables offers convenient drawer
storage along with open space underneath, perfect for housing baskets or even
a small piece of luggage. “One of my favorite things in the room is the pair of
pendants flanking the bed,” Phoebe says. “These offer a unique way to provide
lighting without taking up space on the bedside tables. They work perfectly
when you are short on space.” A cabinet across from the bed offers additional
storage for extended stays.
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BOTTOM RIGHT PHOTO BY LADONNA URICK

Guest Bedrooms
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Porch and Terrace
Off the kitchen, a classic covered
porch serves as an extension of the
home’s entertaining space and
offers vistas of the surrounding
water. “One of the best things about
living in the South is that the
weather allows for outdoor living
most of the year,” says Phoebe. The
designers grounded the space with a
large rug that makes the porch feel
more like an interior room. Then
they added plenty of seating,
including two poufs that can be
moved around as needs arise.
“Outdoor pieces don’t have to be a
matching set,” Nellie says. “The sofa
and chairs we chose don’t match,
but the colors and fabrics we
selected tie them together. It’s all
about the mix.” Just off the porch, a
grassy terrace creates the perfect
setting for alfresco dining. A teak
dining table surrounded by wovenback chairs sets the scene for a light,
midday brunch or dinner under
the stars.
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TOP: Chesapeake rectangular dining table and armchairs from Universal Furniture; Olive

topiaries, Piper woven chargers and napkin rings, Crochet Edge napkins, and silver wire
cachepot all from Ballard Designs; Jars dinnerware, Denby glassware, and Yamazaki silverware
all from Replacements, Ltd. ABOVE AND OPPOSITE: Chesapeake sofa, Miramar and Newport
chairs, and Galen cocktail table all from Universal Furniture; poufs through Mrs. Howard; Kanor
console table from Currey & Company; Governor and Cupola Pool House lanterns from Bevolo
Gas & Electric Lights; Dash & Albert Venus hand knotted wool/viscose rug from Annie Selke;
teak sculptures through Mrs. Howard; Trudy glass vase on stand from Ballard Designs
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Meet Our Team

PALMETTO BLUFF FLOOR PLANS

MAIN
BATHROOM

TERRACE
PORCH

MAIN
CLOSET

MAIN
BEDROOM

LIVING
ROOM

KITCHEN

DINING
ROOM

STAIR/HALL
DEN
MUDROOM

INTERIOR DESIGNERS
Phoebe Howard and
Nellie Howard Ossi
of Mrs. Howard
Builder: Young & Meathe

GUEST
BATH

GUEST
BATH
OFFICE

GUEST
BEDROOM 1

Developer: Geofferson & Co.

GUEST
BEDROOM 2

STAIR/HALL

Architect: Tippett Sease Baker
Landscape Designer: AO Studio
Floral Designer: August Floral &
Event Design

Exterior
Drawing inspiration from the architecture styles of Edwin
Lutyens and Axel Vervoordt, builder Young & Meathe and
architecture firm Tippett Sease Baker collaborated to create
a home resembling a European country gardener’s cottage.
The exterior consists of lime-washed, handmade brick
walls and a cedar shake roof, as well as large, multi-pane,
divided-light windows to frame views and create interesting
passages of light.

Architecture

The one-and-a-half story home includes a large, open, firstfloor space that houses family life and gatherings within the
kitchen, dining, and living rooms, each area defined with a
large bay window. More intimate rooms, such as the den and
main suite, juxtapose the common areas. Because the house is
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one-room deep, every space is bathed in light, which plays off
the bright plaster and warm wooden beams and floors. The
peninsula porch, accessed off the kitchen, invites breezes and
provides views of the marshy landscape beyond.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Landscape Design

Designed by AO Studio, the landscape highlights the home’s
atypical style, helping it stand out from neighboring houses
without being over the top. Surroundings consist of native
plantings found on the coast, many selected to create a
loose, natural feel with a touch of formality. Natural stone
and pavers give rustic, timeless appeal to the areas closest
to the house. Multiple outdoor entertaining spaces serve as
extensions of the home, with a cohesive palette that complements the interiors.
f l o w e r m a g .c o m
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